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Abstract: What makes us call a new age a post-information one? New age is created by dominating technologies. These include DNA
manipulation, also human. The ability to cut and paste parts of the DNA string has created new, previously unknown possibilities to interfere
in the natural processes at the cell structure level.
The next main factor shaping the social change is holographic technology. Due to the miniaturisation of these devices phone calls will be
replaced by devices for holographic transmission and reconstruction. The change in mass communication will be significant. Information in
the text form will be replaced by fully sensory, spatial images. These technologies obscure the differences between the real and artificial
world and prepare new forms of human life institutionalisation.
The third element creating a new age is micro, mezo and macro robotics. The technology of learning in action and obtaining information
independently by robots creates new forms of work and social interactions for man as well as areas of man’s responsibility.
In my presentation I will focus on four main trends, certain agents and organisational structures of the post-information society.
KEYWORDS: AGE CHANGE, FEATURES OF THE POST-INFORMATION AGE, SOCIAL FORCES OF CHANGE, NEW
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machines and people and between the machines have to be created.
It will lead to the unification of language.

Introduction
In sociological literature the liquefaction of reality is widely
discussed, hence I assume this understanding of reality. Current
social reality is liquid not only due to its ontological processuality
but also due to the dynamics of change which I understand as both
changeability in time and the depth of impact, as well as the
variability of the agents of change. Since the information age has
exhausted its mechanisms and agents of change, we have to start
speaking already about the clearly forming trends of the next age,
temporarily called the post-information age. Some try to call it posthuman but I consider it a mistake. This does not mean that IT
technologies disappear, however, they become only a typical tool
used in most activities of the society. The implementation of the IT
technology went through the process of assimilation just like
mechanical technology. It is still being used and developed but it is
not the main factor of social change any more. It was tamed,
institutionalised and standardised, it is commonly used but it is no
longer a new developmental challenge to which the society has to
create a specific answer in its actions. In my article I will talk about
four main directions of change which justify my claim about the
creation of a new age.

2.
Nanotechnology will develop and become more common. In the
realm of devices robotics will dominate the area of creativity and
work, including micro robots, nano robots and mega robots. That is
why manufacturers of subassemblies for their production and
programming will become even stronger in global economy.
Material laboratories will become equally important as the IT and
biotechnological ones. Production will depend on recycling.
Biological standardisation will become fully applicable in medicine
and agriculture, which due to the smaller food demand will be able
to change to less intensive methods and biological protection. The
balance of ecosystems is already the leading criterion for the
functioning of agriculture and food production. This will lead to the
improvement in quality of nutrition and thus human health. Mass
production of medicinal foods will develop.
3.
Individuals and small groups will limit their spatial mobility. The
organisation of consumption will take place at the recipient’s home
or local distribution centres. This will greatly limit the demand for
individual and collective transportation of people while the demand
for transport of things and services will increase. The 5G
technology introduces the Internet of things thus the information
about individual or group needs will be taken directly from them
into the system, there it will be classified, stored and addressed to
producers, without any participation of the consumer and most
likely man at all. The meaning of consumer will be reduced
significantly since consumption will be based on algorithms,
optimised by standards and monitored.
The contact with people in services will be maintained however
work therein will be faster, more effective and more customised but
also complex and interdisciplinary. This will lead to significant
changes in vocational training. Workers will use the ends of highly
centralised systems, highly standardised and optimised. The IT
knowledge of each employee will be as important as their sector
knowledge.
Customised services will develop thus necessitating multiprofessionalism. Urban centres will improve their highly specialised
service centres. Since numerous procedures will be assigned to
robots man will be diagnosed and treated in a faster and more
precise way. Robots will take over from people in many procedures.
Customised tissue production will develop. In surgeries recreation
procedures with the use of own tissue will dominate. Due to the
possession of personalised genetic passport many diseases will be
treated at prenatal level or right after birth.
School education in current class-lesson form will disappear.
Human world will be so complex that a child will have to adapt
from the very beginning of its life. Education will become also an

1.
The main feature of the post-information society is non-linearity of
time in which the phenomena and processes occur. This feature has
serious consequences for the actions of individuals and
organisations. The multiplied time means that the phenomena and
processes which before, due to historical knowledge had to occur in
a linear way, now occur in parallel. In science the Enlightenment
method analyses based on the linear cause and effect relationships
today are not enough. This is enabled by integrated IT systems of
the new generation computers. 5G is only a small step and these
new conditions of information flow will soon be inefficient for the
holographic and sensory reality. At the same time with the more
common than today transfer of information the world’s demand for
energy will increase. The development of IT technologies will
coincide with the refinement and miniaturisation of holographic
devices. The merger of holography and sensory communicators will
end the era of remote communication between people. Only the
technology for communication between things and between man
and things will be developed.
Holograms will change social behaviours. That is why we need to
ask the question, what does the social bond mean? Who is the
partner in social interaction and what are its results? The gathered
knowledge about human communication has to be restructured, just
like the transmission systems consequently.
The era of limited human rationality in science is upon us.
Computer or rather an IT partner already today sets the borders of
cognition as well as human and social agency. Translators not only
for communication between people of science but also between
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obligatory activity for adults irrespective of their age since common
technical surroundings will be constantly revised. Education for all
will lead to its centralisation and computerisation. Teacher
specialists will be replaced by teacher guides and advisors.
Large agglomerations will be dominated by collective transport
based on clean energy. Many cities will choose transport in
cableway gondolas even in flat areas. Industrial long-distance
transportation will be based on different forms of railway, container
ships and air transport. Car transport will function only locally.
Collective transport organisation for things and people will be
centralised and optimised by IT systems. “Empty runs” will be
eliminated and thus reduce the transportation costs but will
secondarily reduce human spatial mobility.
Individual transport will have two dominant forms: small size
small-range electric cars and individual aviation.
Local security systems will be homogenised which will be possible
and necessary with the homogenous technological base. Despite
disturbances in integration of these systems into a global mega
system, they will continue to cross-link and the meaning of the
disposers of new technologies and devices responsible for the
location of data bases and software will increase to such an extent
that wars will become impossible.

behaviour of young generations. Then they start experimenting with
new solutions, which contain both the continuity and innovation.
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4.
Biological knowledge will be in the centre of many disciplines
deciding not only about the human condition in the postinformation age but also about the man’s social position.
The biological standard will define man’s quality and social
standing. Thus new social differences will occur based on genetic
and biological criteria. One of the tools will still be in vitro
fertilisation as well as extracorporeal embryo production.
The optimisation of human life will become new ideology.
Knowledge will make it possible to satisfy basic needs of
decreasing human population thus the agent’s fight for power will
focus on gaining symbolic dominance. The demand for creators of
ideology-religion will increase.
Cultural integration will lead to such a symbolic mixture that people
will completely lose contact with religions of the earlier periods and
will want to have guides and ideologists for new realities and the
future.
I do not agree with the concepts of the end of man, the end of
history and other forecasts regarding the end of life on Earth. What
will the man of the future be like?i The discussion is dominated by
three scenarios. The first one: merger with the machines called
cyborgisation. The second: hybridisation as adaptation to different,
new, local conditions on Earth and the third being the result of the
species evolution which is taking place faster and faster now. All of
them point to a radical change of Homo sapiens. The fourth
scenario that emerges is based on the optimisation and
standardisation of human genome. Which of these is the most
likely?
The correct answer is, all to the same extent. The selection of
human change scenario will be dictated by immediate needs.

Conclusions
We have reached another barrier of growth, growth of creativity.
After the raw material limitations characteristic for the previous
industrial age this barrier sets the borders of the information age.
The post-information age has to exceed the time and conditions of
individual and social activity. This is a challenge that is only
emerging. Without new assumptions regarding man we will not be
able to set ourselves free from constant returns even though these
would only be intellectual ones (time loop?).
What will the main mechanisms of post-information age change
into another one be, since it will not be a long one? The main
mechanism will be the rebellion of new generation.
The society of super men will not be easy to steer by the global
government. That is why my assumption of generation rebellion is
highly likely. I suggest assuming the time horizon for the new postinformation age at three generations. Collective memory with the
image of the present creates an explosive mix stimulating the
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